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MTBPS Highlights:

• Global growth has slowed, affecting investment and trade in many developing economies.

• Our economic growth will be just 0.5 per cent this year, rising to 1.7 per cent in 2017. If we

do the right things to support investment and confidence, our economic recovery will be

more rapid.

• Measured and balanced fiscal consolidation will continue over the period ahead, with the

budget deficit declining from 3.4 per cent this year to 2.5 per cent in 2019/20.

• Debt is projected to stabilise at just less than 48 per cent of GDP.

• Over the next two years, we propose to raise an additional R43 billion through tax measures.

• The expenditure ceiling will be lowered by R26 billion.

• Consolidated government expenditure will rise by 7.6 per cent a year over the MTEF period.

Additional allocations are proposed for post-school education, health services and social

protection.

• In addition to the R16 billion added to higher education funding in the February

budget, the Minister propose, a further R9 billion for the National Student Financial

Aid Scheme over the period ahead, raising its funding by over 18 per cent a year,

• Over R8 billion to meet the costs of fee increases for students from households with

incomes up to R600 000.

• A proposed R45 billion to promote industrialisation, economic transformation and

sustainable resource management

• Infrastructure investment, mainly in energy, transport and telecommunications, will amount

to over R900 billion over the next three years.

• Efforts to improve supply chain management and ensure greater value for money in public

service delivery will continue to be prioritised.
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• The 2016 MTBPS outlined a more gradual consolidation path than what had been 

presented in the 2016 Budget Review

• In this figure, the solid lines and bars represent the expenditure, revenue, and budget deficit 

estimates for the medium-term as provided in the 2016 Budget Review. The dashed lines 

and bars show the changes to these estimates according to the 2016 MTBPS

• The distance between the solid and dashed grey line shows that the level of spending over 

the next three years is expected to be lower. Similarly for revenue, the distance between 

the solid and dashed green lines represents the downward revisions to revenue estimates 

over the medium-term

• The increase in the anticipated budget deficits – shown by the dashed red blocks – is the 

result of the revenue estimates falling by a greater amount than the expenditure estimates 
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• In response to rising debt and slow growth, credit ratings agencies have downwardly

revised South Africa’s long-term foreign currency rating.

• In response to a potential downgrade of the country’s foreign currency credit ratings, the

2016 MTBPS seeks to stabilise the debt level as a share of GDP over the MTEF – a

continuation of recent fiscal policy focus.

• Net debt is now expected to increase from 44.3 per cent of GDP in 2015/16 to 46.2 per cent

in 2018/19.

• This is higher than what was presented in the 2016 Budget

• The worsened debt outlook is due to higher projected debt stock as well as downwardly

revised growth forecasts

• Contingent liabilities present significant risk to public finances. In the event that an entity

such as Eskom or the Road Accident Fund isn’t able to service a guaranteed obligation,

government is obliged to step in.

• When provisions and contingent liabilities are added to net debt, the countries balance

sheet position deteriorate figure increases to about 70 per cent over the MTEF from 46 per

cent

• It should be noted that the likelihood of contingency liabilities being called-on varies

according the type of contingency liability and entity concerned
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• Governments face several risks related to debt. National Treasury has taken 
several steps to improve the composition of the country’s debt and mitigate these 
risks. These include:

• Currency risk: Maintaining a small share of debt denominated in foreign-currency 
(presently: 9.9%). Given the volatility of the Rand, this limits the unpredictable 
foreign currency commitments arising from exchange rate volatility

• Refinancing risk: Placing a limit of 15 per cent on short-term (money market) debt. As short 

term debt requires significant and frequent financing, it increases uncertainty regarding the 

annual financing costs. Treasury has also set a limit on long-term debt maturing within five 

years (25% of total debt)

• Inflation risk: Keeping inflation linked bonds (ILBs) within the range of 20 to 25 per cent of 

domestic debt. Interest paid by government on inflation linked bonds increases with 

inflation. If inflation is considerably higher-than-expected, government’s financing costs will 

also be higher.

• Significant risks exists outside government debt

• At present five entities account for 94 per cent of total guarantees (R492 billion). These 

include the Independent Power Producers (41 %). Eskom (39 %), Sanral (8 %), the Trans 

Caledon Tunnel Authority (4%), and South African Airways (3

• Contingent liabilities, and the probability and extent to which they will be called on, affect 

the country’s credit rating, and ultimately the price and amount it can borrow.

• Contingent liabilities require strong oversight
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• Allocation for Post- School Education and Training (PSET) takes into account both subsidies 

to institutions and support for tuition fees for poor students as determined by NSFAS,

• PSET allocations expected to grow on average  by 9.2% over the medium term. However 

this is still below the average growth of 11.4% between 2012/13 and 2015/16. 

• 2016 MTBPS announced additional allocation over the medium term for PSET, to also cover 

government commitment of 8% HE continue to receive the highest proportion of PEST 

budget allocation over the years. However both funding allocation for student support and 

student enrolments remains below government targets, e.g. Government student funding 

support targeted to cover around 25% of student enrolment, but only around 17 % was 

covered in 2015/16 financial year,

• TVET continue to receive the lower proportion of PSET budget allocation over the years. In 

contrast both student enrolments and funding support for students are within government 

targets, e.g. Student funding support significantly exceeded the targets by almost 50%  

• It is therefore necessary that the rationale behind the budget allocation be aligned to 

government enrolment targets or the enrolment targets be aligned to budget allocation in 

the PSET system.
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• The table shows the 2016 Budget allocations, the additional funding allocated over the 2017 

MTEF.

• The totals, however, does not reconcile with the total proposed 2017 MTEF allocation.
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• Constitution and official policies (NDP, 9-point plan and MTSF) determine government

mandates

• However not all mandates are (fully-) funded, other mandates are “realised

progressively”

• All needs cannot be funded, there are real trade-offs

• Allocation must realise

• The balance between social and economic objectives

• The balance between short, medium and long term objectives

• e.g. social grants vs infrastructure

• Certain types of spending are more growth-enhancing

• Certain types of spending are more effective in reducing poverty in the short-run

• Exigencies and disproportionate influence of a segment of society over allocation (e.g.

University students compared to pensioners) may reduce allocation to spending priorities

over short- and medium-term

• Allocation requires clear and consistent priorities and cognisance of trade-offs, and

coordinated approach to allocation across society
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• The budget process is organised to allocate resources across four dimensions:

• The principle of function budgeting which clusters institutional activities and resource

allocation around policy objectives or outcomes.

• The economic allocation of spending, which balances resources between the purchase of

inputs such as human capacity (compensation), physical assets (capital spending) or

goods and services.

• The Constitution requires that resources are shared equitably between the three spheres of

government. The budget includes a process of intergovernmental fiscal planning through

which national, provincial and local government cooperate to design intergovernmental

fiscal instruments and allocate resources towards common objectives.

• A consolidated budget approach to public finances integrates departmental budgets of

national and provincial government with the financing of agencies, entities and other

institutions that are largely funded by the fiscus.
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• The table provides details of spending on selected goods and services, and capital

spending

• Total spending on goods and services has grown by 2 per cent in real terms since the

introduction of the cost-containment measures, mainly driven by strong growth in spending

on maintenance of government infrastructure and equipment. Growth is also driven by

specific policy programmes like the Community Work Programme.

• Spending on the main cost-containment items, including travel and subsistence, catering,

entertainment, venue rental, stationery and printing and consultants, has declined in real

terms since 2013.

• Spending on consultants fell by 12.6 per cent over the period.

• Agency and outsourced services have increased broadly in line with inflation. This category

includes spending on outsourced nutritional services, such as the National School Nutrition

Programme, and nutrition services for inmates. It also includes medical and security

personnel employed through agency arrangements.

• Government spent R15.7 billion on contractors in 2015/16. This relates mainly to the

maintenance of infrastructure assets, including roads, hospitals and schools. It includes

payments for labour in the Community Work Programme, which has grown by 14.6 per cent

over the period.

• Property payments include spending related to government administrative buildings and

maintenance of office accommodation. Real spending growth in this item of 3.6 per cent is

mainly driven by municipal services and payments, as well as building maintenance.
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• Included in other goods and services are items such as food for soldiers in the Department

of Defence, as well as cleaning materials, consumable supplies and clothing and uniforms

in the departments of Defence, Police and Correctional Services.
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Public expenditure reviews
• The National Treasury will publish (end October) the results of 27 performance and

expenditure reviews, which were co-initiated with the Department of Planning, Monitoring

and Evaluation in 2013. The reviews scrutinise expenditure and programme performance

data to assess and improve the cost effectiveness of public policy and budget planning. A

key observation emerging from the studies is that policies are sometimes designed with

unrealistic expectations regarding the availability of funding.

• The reviews, compiled by consultants, should be considered advisory submissions that do

not necessarily reflect government’s views or assessment. Sample observations from the

reviews include the following:

• Housing – A comparison of six housing programmes funded through the human settlement

development grant shows that only 123 000 housing units are delivered per year, against

the published number of 254 000 units. it would take 30 years to eradicate the estimated

backlog of 2 million housing unit using the RDP and informal settlement model of delivery, at

a cost of R600 billion.

• Water and sanitation – A study covering four municipalities found that weak revenue

management, a failure to bill consumers, low payment levels and ineffective debt

collection undermine the sustainability of water services. Should non-revenue water be

reduced to 25 per cent through repairs, maintenance and refurbishment, the municipalities

in the study could realise an additional R800 million per year.

• TVET colleges – From 2010 to 2014, enrolments in TVET colleges nearly doubled, from 358 393

to 702 383. Colleges receive over 85 per cent of their funding from government. In 2013, the

estimated throughput rate for the National Certificate Vocational was just 10.6 per cent,

which means that for every 10 students that enrol in a certificate course, only one

completes the course after six years.
• Partnering of science councils with private sector – as a group, the science councils are not
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effective in partnering with the private sector. Mintek and the Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research (CSIR) are exceptions. For every R1 that government invests in the

science councils, only R0.62 in private income is generated, compared with the global

norm of 1:1.

• Cost drivers in foreign missions – Over the past three years, spending growth was driven

largely by higher property costs, allowances for South African staff, and growth in the

number of locally recruited personnel. Cost-of-living allowances for South African staff at

missions are exceptionally generous, ranging from R600 000 to R1.3 million per year, and are

paid on top of full salaries, accommodation, education and other allowances.
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Division of revenue
• Over the three-year spending period ahead, national departments are allocated 47.5 per

cent of available non-interest expenditure, provinces are allocated 43.4 per cent, and local

governments are allocated 9.1 per cent.

• These allocations equate to spending growth of 5.3 per cent for national government

(excluding indirect grants), 7.5 per cent for provinces and 8 per cent for local government.

• Strong growth in allocations to provincial and local government reflects the priority placed

on frontline services such as health, education and basic services, as well as the rising cost

of these services due to higher wages, population growth, and bulk electricity and water

costs.

• Provincial funding challenges: equitable share reductions Provinces continue to face

funding challenges over the MTEF period, mainly as a result of the 2015 public-sector wage

settlement, which increased compensation costs above budgeted amounts. In addition,

fiscal consolidation and reprioritisation affects all spheres of government.

• As a result, reductions are proposed for the provincial equitable share, and a small number

of provincial and municipal conditional grants. However, funds are added in the outer

years of the MTEF period to compensate for rising costs in the services funded through the

provincial and local government equitable shares.
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• The global recession led to a divergence between the growth in expenditure and revenue

• Growth in expenditure was accelerated and then maintained as part of a counter-cyclical 

fiscal approach 

• The gap between government’s expenditure and revenue has seen South Africa run 

budget deficits since 2008/09

• National Treasury intends to reduce the budget deficit (as a percentage of GDP) over the 

medium term as part of its fiscal consolidation plan 
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- Assuming a ratings downgrade represents a net negative outcome for South Africa, 

government has to balance its existing policy objectives against the measures required to 

avoid a downgrade. Over the medium-term, the real GDP growth rate and the levelling off 

of the debt-to-GDP ratio are, therefore, key metrics for government. The balancing act for 

NT is to ensure that the slowdown in the real growth in non-interest spending does not 

detract too substantially from economic growth, while simultaneously constraining spending 

growth enough so as to reduce the budget deficit to the point where the debt-to-GDP ratio 

begins to level off.   

- In this respect, the real growth in non-interest spending is expected to slow to an average of 

0.9% over the medium-term, following several years of higher growth

- This means that government’s scope to drive growth through further fiscal measures has 

narrowed 

- Further, the average medium-term real growth rate assumes that spending will increase in-

line with NT’s real GDP growth estimates – hence the 2019/20 forecast of 2.6% 

- Assuming this policy is maintained, underperformance in real GDP growth will lead to slower 

real growth in spending. This could result in an average real non-interest spending growth rate 

closer to 0% over the next three years   
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• This figure illustrates the range of fiscal consolidation measures that have been introduced 

in the 2015 Budget Review, 2016 Budget Review and 2016 MTBPS for the 2015/16-2018/19 

financial years

• Revenue increases are indicated in green and expenditure reductions in grey

• The figure shows that additional consolidation measures have been required following 

slower than anticipated economic and revenue growth

• For example, for the 2016/17 financial year, the 2015 Budget outlined a reduction in the 

expenditure ceiling by R15 billion – depicted by the grey block. Following disappointing 

economic growth in 2015, the 2016 Budget Review introduced further consolidation 

measures in the form of R18 billion in revenue raising proposals. The total effect of the 

consolidation measures for 2016/17, therefore, amounts to R33 billion and is indicated by 

the height of the column  
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